INTRODUCTION
Soil is the base of planting tobacco and the nutrient sources for tobacco, it directly impact on the growth and nutrition levels of tobacco, thereby affecting the yield and quality of tobacco, the suitable soil conditions is an important foundation for the production of quality tobacco [1] . Therefore, the study of relationship between nutrients in the soil and leaf quality and clear of the quantitative level between them, it can provide a scientific basis to improve tobacco soil environment, enhance quality leaf and foster high-quality tobacco.
It is a complex multi-factor multivariable problem to soil nutrient effects on plant nutrition [2] . On such issues, the popular ways are simple regression analysis and correlation analysis in the past [3] [4] [5] , these methods only examine the relationships between a number of variables and a certain variable, they reflect neither the internal relationship between a whole set of variables with another whole set of variables, nor able to clearly explain relationships between the Internal variable groups or external groups [6] . On analysis of soil nutrient and chemical components of tobacco, we often need to create a relationship model between variables affecting chemical indicators and chemical composition variables. General multivariate linear regression model in a high degree of correlation between the independent variables, and it has a serious multi commonality, thus it will affect the model fitting goodness. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical method which is the study of the multiple indicators converted to fewer composite indicators, and it is the result of linear transformation and discards some of the information and high-dimensional variable space to reduce the dimension, the relevant process variables compressed to a few independent variables. It also reflected the original information of multiple variables [7] . The method of combining Principal component analysis and stepwise regression analysis not only can reduce the number of variables, but also solve the problem of multiple common.
This article is a correlation analysis between soil nutrient and chemical composition of the tobacco sample in Yunnan seven tobacco growing areas, it aimed at in-depth understanding of how the soil nutrients to affect the chemical composition. By using the method of combining Principal component analysis and stepwise regression analysis, it not only reduce the number of variables, solve the problem of multiple common, but also establish a relational model between soil nutrient and chemical composition of tobacco, which provide a scientific basis for planting the high-quality tobacco.
II. SOURCES AND DETERMINATION OF SAMPLE

A. Sources of samples
Samples are taken from the tobacco growing areas of Yunnan Luliang, Qilin District, Shizong, Fuyuan, Malong, Zhanyi, Huize, where the tobacco leaves grows on three different types of soil and its corresponding root zone soil. Flue-cured tobacco samples selected local cultivars, using fixed-grade, fixed leaf sampling method, samples were collected 59 from the middle of tobacco leaves.
B. Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications
(1) Determination of soil sample determination of soil samples including PH value, organic matter, total N, total P, and total K, Hydrolytic N, Available P, Available K of eight indicators. Determination of soil nutrients specifically refer to the literature [8] .
(2) Determination of tobacco sample determination of tobacco samples including the total sugar, reducing sugar, total N, nicotine, potassium, chloride, starch of seven indicators. Determination of Chemical composition indicators of tobacco refer to the literature [9] . 2nd International Symposium on Computer, Communication, Control and Automation (3CA 2013)
C. The data processing
a statistical method is defined as by SPSS17.0 statistical software, using principal component analysis and stepwise regression analysis as a statistical method.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Test data descriptive statistics and related analysis
The selected eight indicators of soil nutrients and seven tobaccos leave chemical composition of the raw data for statistical to analysis the results described in Table 1 . Indicated in Table 1 , the variation of nutrient indicators was moderate intensity variation, in which the largest variability of, the smallest variability of total is PH, explaining the difference is that total K content maximum, and the sample is relatively uniform PH in the selection of tobacco soil samples. In the selected leaf chemical indicators, tobacco total sugar, reducing sugar, total N, K and other variation is relatively uniform, while Cl varied greatly. Indicated in Table 2 , the PH value of soil nutrients compared with nicotine showed a significant positive correlation; organic matter in soil nutrients with leaf chemical composition of total sugar, deoxidize sugar was a significantly negative correlation, and with total N, Cl was a significant positive correlation; total P, available P in soil nutrients with chemical composition of K was a significantly negative correlation, with other correlation was not significant; K, Hydrolytic N, available K in soil nutrients with chemical composition correlation is not significant. To further understand the relationship between the Yunnan tobacco leaf and tobacco soil nutrient quality, should think highly of the analysis of its principal component.
B. Principal component extraction
According to table 3 and table 4 , we could find that the first three principal components of the cumulative contribution rate has reached 85.635%, basically reflects the original variable information. The first principal component to the total variance contribution rate of 49.121% , represents the organic matter, total N, total P, hydrolytic N; The second principal component to the total variance contribution rate of 28.609%，represents the available P, available K; The third principal component to the total variance contribution rate of 19.795%, represents the PH, total K. The principal component scores of samples of tobacco were calculated by the principal component eigenvectors and the original value of the variable，The first three principal components as a linear combination: 
C. Regression model and F-test
The tobacco chemical constituents of total sugar as the dependent variable and three principal components score as independent variables were to stepwise regression analysis. In accordance with the least principle of regression equation variable to select and build the regression models ， the regression results of tobacco total sugar shown in Table 4 . Similarly, you can also separately establish the regression model of reducing sugar, total N, nicotine, K, Cl and starch. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The paper is a correlation analysis between soil nutrient and chemical composition of the tobacco sample in Yunnan seven tobacco growing areas, discussing the correlation between each index. Principal component analysis was used on the impact factor of chemical composition of flue-cured tobacco，reducing the dimension of the sample space and eliminates autocorrelation between the input variables ， stepwise regression analysis was used to established the equation between soil nutrients and tobacco chemical components. Results show that the model in a certain extent, can be based on the results of the determination of soil nutrient quality of Yunnan flue-cured tobacco smoke area prediction, it plays an important role for cultivating high quality tobacco leaves.
